Introduction
Let M be an L-structure and A be an in nite subset of M. Two structures can be de ned from A:
The induced structure on A has a name R ' for every ;{de nable relation '(M) \ A n on A. Its language is L ind = fR ' j ' = '(x 1 ; : : : ; x n ) an L{formulag:
A with its L ind {structure will be denoted by A ind . The pair (M; A) is an L(P){structure, where P is a unary predicate for A and L(P) = L fPg. Proof. (See 4].) As a strongly minimal set C is !{stable and does not have the f.c.p. By the subspace theorem of Schmidt 3] every algebraic set intersects U in a nite union of translates of subgroups de nable in the group structure of U alone. Whence U ind is nothing more than a (divisible) abelian group, which is !{stable.
In 4] Pillay proved for strongly minimal M that (M; A) is stable whenever A is stable. The smallness of A is not needed. We will give an account of Pillay theorem in the last section of the paper (5.4).
Theorem B Let A be a small subset of M. If M is stable and A ind does not have the nite cover property then (M; A) is stable. 1 i.e. every k{element subset is consistent.
In both cases the theory of (M; A) depends only on the theory This result has motivated our investigation. In section 2 our proof owes much to their paper.
Let A be a small subset of M. In section 2 we relativize the f.c.p to the (stronger) notion of the f.c.p over A and prove that every L(P){formula is equivalent to a bounded formula if M does not have the f.c.p over A. In section 3 we conclude from this that (M; A) is {stable if M and A ind are {stable.
This implies theorem A.
For theorem B we show that M does not have the f.c.p over A if M is stable and A does not have the f.c.p (section 4). We do this using a simpli ed version of Shelah's proof of his f.c.p theorem (4.5 and 4.6).
We thank J org Flum for bringing the problem to our attention. Proof. We show by induction on the number of quanti ers in ' that every L(P){formula ' is in (M; A) equivalent to a bounded one. The induction starts with the observation that P(x) is equivalent to 9 2 P = x, which is bounded.
For the induction step we show that for all tuples x of variables and all bounded (x; y), the formula 9y (x; y) is equivalent to a bounded one.
Write (x; y) = Q 2 P '(x; y; ); where Q 2 P is a block Q 1 1 2 P Q 2 2 2 P : : :
of bounded quanti ers and '(x; y; ) belongs to L. Since Let ' = '(x; y) be in L and C a subset of M. A '{formula over C is a formula of the form '(x; c) where c is a tuple in C. A '{type over C is a maximally consistent set of '{formulas and negated '{formulas over C. We denote by S ' (C) the set of all '{types over C. is determined by the set of all a= where '(x; a; m) 2 p. 5 We write (' ) for the formal symmetric di erence :(' $ Now suppose the claim is true for all k 0 < k. Let l be a bound for the '{multiplicity of {formulas. This means that for all m and n Mlt A ';m ( (x; n)) l. Now, if f (x; n)g (x) is inconsistent, there must be a formula '(x; a 1 ; m) 2 (x) such that (x; n)^'(x; a 1 ; m) has either a smaller rank than (x; n) or a smaller multiplicity. If the rank remains the same we continue and nd a '(x; a 2 ; m) 2 (x) such that (x; n)^'(x; a 1 ; m)' (x; a 2 ; m) has smaller rank or smaller multiplicity.
This process must stop after at most l steps when we have found formulas '(x; a 1 ; m); : : : ; '(x; a l ; m) in (x) such that the conjunction 0 (x; m; n; a 1 ; : : : ; a l ) = (x; n)^'(x; a 1 ; m)^: : :^'(x; a l ; m) has a '(x; ; m){rank k 0 which is smaller than k. Proof. By the hypothesis and the proof of 4.6 the relativized rank is not denable. The proof of 4.5 shows that this implies that the conclusion holds.
Actually the formula constructed in the proof of 4.5 contains a parameter c from A, but c can be incorporated in the parameters b. We claim that I is a back and forth system between (M 1 ; A 1 ) and (M 2 ; A 2 ).
From this it will follow that these models are elementarily equivalent. We check 
